ABSTRACT The no-wait flowshop scheduling problem with hard due date constraints is critical to operations in many industries, such as plastic, chemical, and pharmaceutical manufacturing. However, to date, there is a lack of effective optimization algorithms for this NP-hard problem. This paper develops a new mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model and a two-phase enumeration algorithm to improve the best-sofar exact methods for solving this problem with the objective of minimizing the makespan. A comprehensive computational experiment is performed to compare the performances of the discussed exact methods. The computational results demonstrate that the proposed MILP model and the two-phase enumeration algorithm significantly outperform the best-so-far optimization methods, and the (sub-) optimal solutions to several unsolved instances from the literature are reported.
I. INTRODUCTION
The no-wait flowshop scheduling problem (NWFSP) is one of the most important variants of the flowshop scheduling problem (FSP), in which no in-process waiting time is permitted between successive operations of each job. For technological reasons, once a job/product has begun on the first machine, it must be continued until it is completed on the final machine without any interruption on or between machines. The restriction of the nowait process is ubiquitous in various scheduling problems, such as flight scheduling problems [1] , train scheduling problems [2] , surgery scheduling problems [3] , and foodprocessing scheduling problems [4] . For example, in the canned food processing industry, once the food is precooked and while it is still hot [5] , no-wait constraints are required between the successive operations of adding liquid sugar, gas exhausting, sealing, sterilizing, and refrigerating. In general, applications of NWFSPs are commonly found in metal, plastic, chemical, concrete, transportation, medical, petroleum refining, pharmaceutical manufacturing, and foodprocessing industries [4] .
Owing to its complex nature and wide range of practical applications, research interest in NWFSPs has increased since 1970s. In the past five decades, researchers have proposed hundreds of algorithms to solve NWFSPs. These algorithms fall into two categories, heuristic algorithms and exact methods, whose use depends on the size of the problem. The excellent surveys of Hall and Sriskandarajah [4] , Allahverdi [6] , and Nagano and Miyata [7] detail earlier studies and applications of NWFSPs. To increase the utilization of machines, the makespan is one of the most used criteria in scheduling literature [8] . On the other hand, in the aforementioned industries, NWFSPs with due date constraints are common requirements as their manufacturing processes must be completed with no delay [9] . Although the NWFSP with due date constraints has attracted considerable attention, only a small fraction of relevant studies have treated due date as hard constraints, such that the violation of due dates is forbidden. To the best of our knowledge, the NWFSP with hard due date constraints is common in practice, but still lacks effective exact methods for solving it.
For practical reasons, this paper focuses on the NWFSP with hard due date constraints that minimizes the makespan. Using the conventional three-field notation, this problem can be written as F m |nwt, d j |C max , where F m is a flowshop with m machines; nwt specifies the no-wait restriction; d j are the due date constraints, and C max indicates that the objective is to minimize the makespan. Samarghandi [10] first studied this problem in 2015. He developed a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model, Model S , and a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to solve the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem. Computational results showed that the mathematical model could solve a number of small-instance test problems to optimality, while the PSO algorithm yielded high-quality solutions to many test problems in reasonable time.
More recently, Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] developed an MILP model, two quadratic mixed integer programming (QMIP) models, two constraint programming (CP) models, and an enumeration algorithm for solving the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem. The MILP model, Model SB , is based on Model S of Samarghandi [10] and uses the decision variable that was defined by Aldowaisan and Allahverdi [12] . A thorough computational experiment was conducted to compare the performances of the five discussed mathematical models, the no-wait version of Manne's model, Model M , and the enumeration algorithm, Algorithm SB . Model M is based on the Manne model [13] , which is the best MILP formulation of the permutation FSP, as it includes no-wait and due date constraints. Computational results revealed the superiority of Model SB over the other formulations, and Algorithm SB outperformed the other algorithms when executed using an IBM ILOG CPLEX. Moreover, the computational results of Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] revealed that finding a feasible solution to the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem becomes increasingly difficult as the size of the problem grows. To the best of the authors' knowledge, in existing literature, only the above two studies (Samarghandi [10] and Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] ) addressed the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem, in which the Model M , Model SB , and Algorithm SB , as proposed by Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] , are the best-so-far exact methods.
Given the significance of the problem in both scheduling theory and industrial applications, more efficient exact methods for finding optimal solutions to the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem must be developed. 
II. DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION OF PROBLEM
The F m |nwt, d j |C max problem, considered herein, is defined as follows. A set, J = {J 1 , . . . , J n }, of n jobs are to be processed on a set, M = {M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M m }, of m machines following a single flow pattern. Every operation associated with job J j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) on machine M i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) is a denominated operation, o j,i , which requires a processing time, p j,i , and no additional setup time is required. Each machine can process at most one job at a time, and every job can be processed by no more than one machine at any moment. All jobs are assumed to be available for processing at the beginning of the planning horizon, and all machines are persistently available.
To meet the technological requirements of manufacturing environments, once the processing of a job has begun, its subsequent operations must immediately follow the preceding one without interruption either on or between consecutively used machines until completion. To satisfy the no-wait constraint, the start time of the job to be processed on the first machine may be postponed. Let = (π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π n ) be a feasible permutation of jobs, where π k (k = 1, . . . , n) is the job in position k of , and π 0 is a dummy job whose processing times on all machines are zero. The objective is to find the optimal permutation for the processing of all jobs with due dates as hard constraints that minimizes the makespan, C max ( ). This problem that involves three or more machines is a member of the set of strongly NP-hard problems [10] . Let t π k−1 ,π k be the timespan between the completion times of the two adjacent jobs in positions k − 1 and k on the last machine. C max ( ) can be calculated using the following equation [14] .
where
Computing the time-span (t π k−1 ,π k ) for all possible job pairs and setting it as the traveling cost c π k−1 ,π k between two consecutively visited cities reduces the NWFSP problem without due date constraints to a special case of the (n + 1)-city asymmetric travelling salesman problem (ATSP) in polynomial time [14] , [15] . Let V be a set of n + 1 vertexes/cites and A be a set of arcs among them; the reduced ATSP can be defined as follows. Given a complete directed graph, G = (V, A), find a directed Hamiltonian cycle (ϕ) of the n+1 vertexes/cites in G that starts from the dummy vertex/city π 0 ; passes through each vertex/city exactly once, and finally returns to vertex/city π 0 , aiming to minimize the possible tour cost, C(ϕ) = solution to an NWFSP is equivalent to the tour cost of a directed Hamiltonian cycle.
III. NEW MILP MODEL AND TWO-PHASE ENUMERATION ALGORITHM
In this section, a new MILP mathematical model with respect to the reduced ATSP version of the NWFSP is formulated for solving the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem. The proposed Algorithm YLL is described in detail.
A. NEW MILP MODEL
Let s j be the processing start time of job J j ; the reduced ATSP version of the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem can be reformulated as the following MILP model.
subject to
x jj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 0, 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , n and j = j
The objective function (2) is to find a minimum Hamiltonian tour in a complete directed graph G with n + 1 vertexes. Constraint set (2) ensures that exactly one city is directly visited after city j(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is visited. Constraint set (4) ensures that exactly one city is directly visited before city j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is visited. Constraint set (5) defines the start time of each city. Constraint set (6) guarantees that a job cannot be finished after its due date. Constraint sets (7) and (8) 
B. PROPOSED TWO-PHASE ENUMERATION ALGORITHM
This work proposes a two-phase enumeration algorithm that improves upon the enumeration algorithm, Algorithm SB , that was developed by Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] for finding the (sub-) optimal solution to the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem. Figure 1 presents the pseudocode of the proposed Algorithm YLL . The idea of designing the Algorithm YLL to improve upon Algorithm SB is motivated by the following two observations.
Observation 1: When an enumeration algorithm is used to solve large problems in limited computing time, the probability that the positions of some jobs will never be changed after the initial permutation is determined is high. Therefore, the initial permutation has a strong impact on the quality of the solution that is obtained using the enumeration algorithm. 
Observation 2:
If jobs with near due dates are processed as early as possible but still violate their due date constraints, then later processing of the same jobs will necessarily cause the violation of the due-date constraint. Therefore, some jobs with near due dates can be enumerated to obtain a favorable initial solution or to verify as soon as possible that the problem has no feasible solution.
The following lemmas and corollaries can be used to eliminate the need to perform unnecessary solution evaluations or to confirm as soon as possible that the problem does not have any feasible solution.
Lemma 1: The algorithm that was proposed by Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] is utilized to obtain the contribution matrix C, which provides the contribution of each job to the makespan if it is performed after a specified job in the sequence. The contribution matrix C is an (n+1)×n matrix, which can be computed as follows. . Sort the n jobs in non-decreasing order of their due dates
, the problem has no feasible solution.
Lemma 2: If one job in the partial solution violates the due date constraint, then the other jobs that are processed after that job do not need to be enumerated.
Lemma 3: Assume that a partial solution, p , involves n jobs. If no job in p violates the due date constraints, and the completion time of the partial solution can be computed as C max ( p ), then the smallest contribution to the makespan of the rest n − n jobs that are not included in p is 
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

This section describes the implementation of the proposed
B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the performance of the proposed Model YLL and Algorithm YLL , the computational results obtained using them were compared with those obtained using the bestso-far exact methods, Model M , Model SB , and Algorithm SB , proposed by Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] . The proposed Model YLL was coded using Microsoft Visual C++ 2012.
All numerical experiments were performed on an Ultrabook Windows 10 (64 bits) operating system, with an Intel R Core TM i5-3317U @1.70GHz processor with four cores and 4GB of RAM. Gurobi Solver V7.0 was used to solve Model M , Model SB , and the proposed Model YLL on the same machine. To compare the performance of the proposed Algorithm YLL with that of Algorithm SB on the same basis, Algorithm SB was re-executed on the same machine.
To evaluate the computational efficiency of the discussed MILP models, Table 1 compares the numbers of variables and constraints in Model M , Model SB , and the proposed MILP model. The proposed MILP model had the fewest constraints.
As in the study of Samarghandi and Behroozi [11] , Table 2 presents the computational results of Model M , Model SB , and the proposed MILP model when due date constraints were removed. The maximum allowed CPU time, T , was set to 600 s. Columns 1 and 2 list the problem names and sizes, respectively. Columns 3 to 5 list the objective function values (OFV) that are obtained using Model M , Model SB , and the proposed Model YLL , respectively, when used to solve the F m |nwt|C max problem. The OFV and time in boldface correspond to the optimal solution obtained by the model and the time when the optimal solution was found. The ratios of the optimal solution that were obtained using Model M , Model SB , and the proposed Model YLL when used to solve the F m |nwt|C max problem were 57.14%, 28.57%, and 92.86%, respectively. The proposed Model YLL took less computation time than Model M or Model SB to solve the F m |nwt|C max problem. The last row in Table 2 presents the average GAP of each model, which was computed as n j=1 [(OFV j -Best OFV j )/OFV j × 100%]/n. The average GAPs of Model M , Model SB , and the proposed Model YLL , used to solve the F m |nwt|C max problem, were 0.64%, 2.47%, and 0.00%, respectively. Clearly, the proposed Model YLL without due date constraints outperformed the two compared models when used to solve the F m |nwt|C max problem. Table 3 presents the solutions to the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem that were obtained using Model M , Model SB , and the proposed Model YLL , in test instances Sam01 + DD through Sam14 + DD. The best solutions obtained using these models in these four test instances were obtained when T was 60, 300, 600, and 7200 s, respectively. In this table, numbers in boldface indicates optimal solutions. The NFS in boldface indicates that the model revealed that the problem had no feasible solution; however, a non-bold NFS indicates that the model did not find feasible solutions in the given CPU time, and the problem may or may not have feasible solutions. The ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using the proposed Model YLL when used to solve the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem were 71.43%, 75.00%, 76.79%, and 83.93% at T values of 60, 300, 600, and 7200 s, respectively. The corresponding ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using Model M were 71.43%, 75.00%, 75.00%, and 78.57%, respectively. The ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using Model SB Table 4 presents the solutions to the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem that were obtained using Algorithm SB and the proposed Algorithm YLL in the test instances Sam01 + DD through Sam14 + DD. The best solutions obtained using the compared enumeration algorithms in the test instances at T = 60, 300, 600, and 7200 s, respectively, were reported. As revealed in Table 4 , even though Algorithm SB found more (sub-) optimal solutions in a shorter computing time than the Algorithm YLL , the average GAP to the (sub-) optimal solutions of the Algorithm YLL was much less than that 30710 VOLUME 6, 2018 of Algorithm SB . The average GAPs were 0.62%, 0.34%, 0.28%, and 0.07% at T values of 60, 300, 600, and 7200 s, respectively. The corresponding average GAPs that were obtained using Algorithm SB were 7.25%, 6.62%, 3.18%, and 2.67%, respectively. Figure 2 shows the ratios of optimal solutions, as obtained for the compared models and algorithms under different maximal computational times, while Figure 3 shows the gaps to the best solutions for the compared models and algorithms under different numbers of machines. As shown in Figure 2 , the ratios of the optimal solutions obtained by the compared models and algorithms are increased when the maximal computational time is increased. The proposed Model YLL performed the best among all the compared models and algorithms. As shown in Figure 3 , the average gap of Algorithm YLL is the least among all the compared models and algorithms when the maximal computational times equal 60, 300, and 600 seconds. However, when the maximal computational time equals 3600 seconds, the Model YLL is the best.
The test instances Sam14 + DD through Sam26 + DD with four due date tightness factors were used to demonstrate the effect of increasing the number of machines on the performance of different models/algorithms. The maximum allowed CPU time for solving each problem was 600 s. Tables 5-7 present the computational results obtained using Model M , Model SB , the proposed MILP model, Algorithm SB , and the proposed Algorithm YLL , respectively, when used to solve the problems with 20, 30, and 40 machines. As revealed in Tables 5-7 , the ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using the proposed MILP model were 87.50%, 81.25%, and 87.50% for the problem with 20, 30, and 40 machines, respectively. The corresponding ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using Model M were 62.50%, 62.50%, and 62.50%, respectively, and those achieved using Model SB were 37.50%, 25.00%, and 25.00%, respectively. The computational results confirmed again that the proposed Model YLL provided better solutions than those obtained using Model M and Model SB . Furthermore, the computational time that is required by Model YLL is much less than that required by Model M or Model SB .
As indicated in Tables 5-7 , the ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using the proposed Algorithm YLL with 20, 30, and 40 machines were 62.25%, 62.25%, and 62.25%, respectively. Even though the ratios of the optimal solution that were achieved using the two-stage enumeration algorithm were the same as those achieved using Algorithm SB , the average GAPs were much less. The computational results verified further that the proposed Algorithm YLL outperformed Algorithm SB . Figure 4 shows the ratios of optimal solutions obtained for the compared models and algorithms under different numbers of machines, while Figure 5 shows the computational time used for the compared models and algorithms under different numbers of machines. As shown in Figure 4 , Model YLL performed the best among all the compared models and algorithms for all numbers of machines. As shown in Figure 5 the average computational time of Model YLL is the smallest among all the compared models and algorithms.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Although due date constraints are very important in industry, they have rarely been studied as hard constraints in the NWFSP. This work proposed an MILP model and a twophase enumeration algorithm for finding the (sub-) optimal solution to the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem. A performance comparison that involved a lot of benchmark instances revealed that the proposed Model YLL and Algorithm YLL significantly outperformed the best-so-far exact methods. With few effective and efficient exact methods currently available to solve the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem, the main contribution of this work is to reduce the gap between theoretical progress and industrial practice in this area.
Since the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem is a relatively little studied subject, many related topics warrant further study. First, the development of additional efficient and effective constructive heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms to solve the large F m |nwt, d j |C max problem is a very promising direction for future research efforts. Second, further investigations must be performed to solve the problem with various performance criteria. Third, solving the problem with multi-objectives would be valuable. Finally, extending the F m |nwt, d j |C max problem to incorporate job release date constraints would be complex but have practical value and so warrants further work.
